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There are various physics phenomenon which can find a simple explanation in link-
ing gravity and electromagnetism. Einstein’s Relativity can simply explain only the
mass because he considered time as a scalar rather than a vector. The intension of this
paper is to propose a new point of view, treating time as a three-dimensional vector,
finding three vector value formula by three-dimensional space-time formula (curva-
ture formula), finding a new symmetry on the plane for a wave equation substitute for
Maxwell’s symmetrical wave, only E and only B, not E and B linked. This linking
is in error; in fact they are a two sum effect. The electromagnetic wave in space has,
as well known, three energy component: B field E field and wave length (frequency).
This energy is acknowledged, but we must see the wave like an elastic chain of single
wavelets (a string of individual wavelets).

1 Introduction

For the Hearth wave equation λ= 2.590211520 × 1013 m,
1
4λ= 6.475528800 × 1012 m, and 3

4λ= 1.942658640 × 1013

m. At these lengths the location of the mass is determinable
with a high probability.

The formula for λ is 2πR/β or c× rotationtime . For the
Hearth equation c×24h.x. 60m.x.60s. ∆T =
maximum = 2β

1−β2 = 3.079824694E-06 s.Hence,thepositionsof
the Moon and all the planets do not depend upon the Sun or
the stars.

Stars, galaxies, quasars, pulsars, neutron stars, black holes
at the centres of galaxies, and the positions of all masses in the
Universe depend on the gravitational wave of a very big black
hole (Big Bang), where rotation v= c. These waves have a
very small wavelength but a very great amplitude: ∆T = max-
imum =∞. As shown in figure 1, the wave interference can
create a stationary wave (mass).

Fig. 1:

With this explanation, black holes at the centres of galax-
ies are not fearsome objects but a life source from the Big
Bang. They are in all galaxies and with the neutrino are the
first form of mass. Thereafter the usual mass laws of New-
ton and Einstein follow. According to my theory all protons
(atoms) have at their centres an infinite force (couple Bo-
son/Fermion, Photon/Neutrino at M = 0), which is the cause
of our existence! This infinite force is a chain impossible to
break, it is our link with the Big Bang, and this is the cause
for infinite force to mass necessary to obtaining the velocity c.

This is not a problem because by my theory mass has a trans-
formation on course to c obtaining in fact a change in free-
wave (energy). By my theory the B and the E fields are sta-
tionary waves in other two dimensions of space. Then for G,
B, E, first is formed mass neutrino photon, after is formed the
Magnetone Magnetino couple, and then the electron positron
couple.

Fig. 2:

Fig. 3:
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